
 

 Campus: Princeton High School 

Author(s): Kyle Lamothe Date Created / Revised: Jan 2 2020 

Six Weeks Period: 5th Grade Level & Course: 11th & Physics (PHSAPPHU08L01) 

Timeline:  11 Days Unit Title: Waves & Sound Lesson # 
01 

Stated Objectives: 
 

6.A.1.1: The student is able to use a visual representation to construct an explanation of the distinction between 
transverse and longitudinal waves by focusing on the vibration that generates the wave. [SP 6.2] 
6.A.1.2: The student is able to describe representations of transverse and longitudinal waves. [SP 1.2] 
6.A.2.1: The student is able to describe sound in terms of transfer of energy and momentum in a medium and relate 
the concepts to everyday examples. [SP 6.4, 7.2]:  
6.A.3.1: The student is able to use graphical representation of a periodic mechanical wave to determine the 
amplitude of the wave. [SP 1.4]  
6.A.4.1: The student is able to explain and/or predict qualitatively how the energy carried by a sound wave relates to 
the amplitude of the wave, and/or apply this concept to a real-world example. [SP 6.4] 
6.B.1.1: The student is able to use a graphical representation of a periodic mechanical wave (position versus time) 
to determine the period and frequency of the wave and describe how a change in the frequency would modify 
features of the representation. [SP 1.4, 2.2] 
6.B.2.1: The student is able to use a visual representation of a periodic mechanical wave to determine wavelength 
of the wave. [SP 1.4] 
6.B.4.1: The student is able to design an experiment to determine the relationship between periodic wave speed, 
wavelength, and frequency and relate these concepts to everyday examples. [SP 4.2, 5.1, 7.2]  
6.B.5.1: The student is able to create or use a wave front diagram to demonstrate or interpret qualitatively the 
observed frequency of a wave, dependent upon relative motions of source and observer. [SP 1.4] 
6.D.1.1: The student is able to use representations of individual pulses and construct representations to model the 
interaction of two wave pulses to analyze the superposition of two pulses. [SP 1.1, 1.4] 
6.D.1.2: The student is able to design a suitable experiment and analyze data illustrating the superposition of 
mechanical waves (only for wave pulses or standing waves). [SP 4.2, 5.1] 
6.D.1.3: The student is able to design a plan for collecting data to quantify the amplitude variations when two or 
more traveling waves or wave pulses interact in a given medium. [SP 4.2] 
6.D.2.1: The student is able to analyze data or observations or evaluate evidence of the interaction of two or more 
traveling waves in one or two dimensions (i.e., circular wave fronts) to evaluate the variations in resultant 
amplitudes. [SP 5.1] 
6.D.3.1: The student is able to refine a scientific question related to standing waves and design a detailed plan for 
the experiment that can be conducted to examine the phenomenon qualitatively or quantitatively. [SP 2.1, 3.2, 4.2] 
6.D.3.2: The student is able to predict properties of standing waves that result from the addition of incident and 
reflected waves that are confined to a region and have nodes and antinodes. [SP 6.4] 
6.D.3.3: The student is able to plan data collection strategies, predict the outcome based on the relationship under 
test, perform data analysis, evaluate evidence compared to the prediction, explain any discrepancy and, if 
necessary, revise the relationship among variables responsible for establishing standing waves on a string or in a 
column of air. [SP 3.2, 4.1, 5.1, 5.2, 5.3] 
6.D.3.4: The student is able to describe representations and models of situations in which standing waves result 
from the addition of incident and reflected waves confined to a region. [SP 1.2] 
6.D.4.1: The student is able to challenge with evidence the claim that the wavelengths of standing waves are 
determined by the frequency of the source regardless of the size of the region. [SP 1.5, 6.1] 
6.D.4.2:  The student is able to calculate wavelengths and frequencies (if given wave speed) of standing waves 
based on boundary conditions and length of region within which the wave is confined, and calculate numerical 
values of wavelengths and frequencies. Examples should include musical instruments. [SP 2.2] 
6.D.5.1: The student is able to use a visual representation to explain how waves of slightly different frequency give 
rise to the phenomenon of beats. [SP 1.2] 

 

How are waves energy transport phenomena?  
▼ How do the relative velocities of the source of a wave and of the observer affect the 
frequency of the observed wave? 
▼ How do waves from more than one source interfere to make waves of smaller or larger 
amplitude, depending on the location where the waves meet?  
▼ How can wave boundary behavior be used to derive and apply relationships for 
calculating the characteristic frequencies for standing waves in strings, open pipes, and closed 
pipes? 



See Instructional Focus Document (IFD) for TEK Specificity 

Key Understandings Waves are produced by oscillating particles. 

Waves transfer energy from one location to another without transferring matter. 

All waves have properties in common, such as wavelength, frequency, and energy 
transmission. 

The observed frequency of a sound depends on the relative motion of the observer to the 
source. 

Waves interact with each other and may produce new wave patterns at boundaries.   

Misconceptions ● Students may think light and sound travel at the same speed. 
● Students may think particles in a medium relocate as the energy travels through the 

medium. 
● Students may think sound waves can travel in a vacuum. 
● Student may think a wave moves faster if it carries more energy. 
● Students may think waves move matter instead of energy. 

Underdeveloped Concept: 

● Students may have little background knowledge regarding waves 

Key Vocabulary  ● Amplitude – distance from the equilibrium line of a wave to the point of maximum 
vertical displacement (crest or trough) 

● Antinodes – the region of maximum amplitude between two adjacent nodes in a 
standing wave 

● Constructive Interference –the interference of two or more waves of equal 
frequency and phase, resulting in their mutual reinforcement and producing a single 
amplitude equal to the sum of the amplitudes of the individual waves 

● Destructive Interference – the interference of two waves of equal frequency and 
opposite phase, resulting in their cancellation where the negative displacement of 
one always coincides with the positive displacement of the other 

● Diffraction –the bending of a wave around a small obstacle and formation of new 
wave fronts as it expands outward from a small opening 

● Frequency – number of complete cycles or oscillations per second 
● Interference –the process in which two or more light, sound, or electromagnetic 

waves of the same frequency combine to reinforce or cancel each other, the 
amplitude of the resulting wave being equal to the sum of the amplitudes of the 
combining waves 

● Longitudinal wave – oscillations are parallel to the direction of the wave (slinky, 
sound waves) 

● Medium – material that the wave travels in 
● Nodes – point, line, or region in a standing wave at which there is relatively little or 

no vibration 
● Period – time required to complete a cycle of motion 
● Reflection – change in direction of a wave resulting from interaction with a boundary 
● Refraction – change in direction of a wave as it moves from one medium to another 
● Resonance – the state of a system in which an abnormally large vibration is 

produced in response to an external stimulus, occurring when the frequency of the 
stimulus is the same, or nearly the same, as the natural vibration frequency of the 
system 



● Standing Wave – a point, line, or region in a standing wave at which there is 
relatively little or no vibration 

● Transverse wave – oscillations (vibrations of the wave) are perpendicular to 
direction of the waves (string, water) 

● Wave – a disturbance or variation which travels through a medium 
● Wavelength – linear distance between identical points on successive waves 

  

Suggested Day  
5E Model 

Instructional Procedures 
 (Engage, Explore, Explain, Extend/Elaborate, Evaluate) 

Materials, Resources, Notes 

Day 1 
 
 
 

Objective: Relate SHM to waves as a travelling oscillation & 
introduce properties of waves such as source, medium, 
wavelength, frequency & amplitude. 
 
 
http://www.acs.psu.edu/drussell/demos/waves/wavemotion.h
tml  
To begin the discussion of transverse and longitudinal 
waves, project the Web page onto the board. Motion of the 
source is clearly shown, as are the particles within the 
medium. Students describe how the two waves differ. Once a 
working definition is developed, students brainstorm 
examples of each type of mechanical wave using real-world 
examples. (Real-world examples include a stadium wave, 
bullwhip cracking, strings on an instrument, water waves, 
and waves in a wheat field (“amber waves of grain”). 
 
 
     Use Waves Intro Intro to Wave Springboard as a lecture 
intro under document projector. Work through questions to 
introduce concept of medium and energy and develop further 
understanding of period and frequency. Discuss crests, 
troughs and wavelengths as well following up from Wave 
PPT 
 
Did energy flow? (Yes) •  
Did mass flow ?  
What do waves travel in?  
 or wave on a string Phet   or drawing waves by changing 
frequency or amplitude 
Demo spring-string wave speed difference 
 
 
Khanacademy: Identifying transverse & longitudinal waves 
characteristics of longitudinal & transverse waves 
  
Do waves pass through each other or bounce off? 

AP waves day 1 slides 
 
 
 
Vocab: Source, medium, 
transverse,  
longitudinal 

Day 2 
 

Objective: Determine the relationship between wavelength, 
period, frequency, & wave speed.  
 
What effects speed of a wave? Lab 
 
period, frequency, amplitude, speed, wavelength 
Depends on source/Depends on medium/ depends on both 

Waves AP Day 2  

http://www.acs.psu.edu/drussell/demos/waves/wavemotion.html
http://www.acs.psu.edu/drussell/demos/waves/wavemotion.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AkRn4oDnFJ1tBSKrwo5tu4lG0aVq_Cp_X31lIxC--NE/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1z9pMRJfkuwf99Zjezlt2klVUcFvqnL6PbTB3cI0WaiI/edit#slide=id.g349f4b5036_0_13
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1spmq6eb5tpUwg0dDt163LYRYIADLIbt5uqX4J6puVNk/edit#slide=id.g4fd919b0de_0_0


Categorize which properties depend on which: period, 
frequency, amplitude, speed, wavelength 
 
Demo spring-string wave speed difference 
  
Introduce Wave equation & reintroduce V=d/t practice 
calculations 
 
khanacademy calculating speed frequency & wavelength 

Day  3 Objective: Understand and apply wave superposition. 
AP Wave Interference Virtual Lab  
 
Closing Task: Khanacademy Predicting Wave Patterns 
 
If students finish early have them open up chrome music 
lab 
 
6.D.1.1: The student is able to use representations of individual pulses and construct representations 
to model the interaction of two wave pulses to analyze the superposition of two pulses.  
6.D.1.2: The student is able to design a suitable experiment and analyze data illustrating the 
superposition of mechanical waves (only for wave pulses or standing waves). [SP 4.2, 5.1] 
6.D.1.3: The student is able to design a plan for collecting data to quantify the amplitude variations 
when two or more traveling waves or wave pulses interact in a given medium. 

Waves AP Day 3  
laptop carts 
 

Day 4 Play Guess that song: jeffmilner.com/backmasking  
Demo tuning fork in water  
https://musiclab.chromeexperiments.com/Sound-Waves 
Sound waves &  spectogram 
 Use video of Bell Jar demonstration.  
What does Sound need to travel? What should star wars 
sound like?Star wars  
Dry erase board drawing different sound waves  
Begin Sound (Chapter 15) 
Waves & Sound Worksheet  
 
demo beat frequencies with resonating boxes.  
download tone generator app. Try to determine how the beat 
frequency is related to the frequency of the individual 
frequencies of the 2 phones. 
Calculate 1 or 2 beat frequencies as example.  
 
khan academy  beat analysis 

Waves AP Sound  

Day  5 
 
  

Demo resonance box 
 
Demo wave tape machine free end vs fixed end 
Demo wave boundary properties & hint at resonance. 
 
What were the conditions for resonating the pendulums? 
 
Phyzlab standing wave worksheet physics classroom 
standing wave mathematics Physicsclassroom standing 
waves math  
 
khanacademy wavelength and frequency for a standing wave 
 
6.B.1.1: The student is able to use a graphical representation of a periodic mechanical wave (position 
versus time) to determine the period and frequency of the wave and describe how a change in the 
frequency would modify features of the representation. [SP 1.4, 2.2] 
6.B.2.1: The student is able to use a visual representation of a periodic mechanical wave to determine 

● Waves AP Standing 
Waves  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vqAesPIpB5I5QYunCb751hq3Y9cPWBxYLyHEm0MaYyE/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1LFX1UCMdXWDPnzuvXBhvqHRK25yyUNLmZg2LlWw3MRE/edit#slide=id.p
https://musiclab.chromeexperiments.com/Sound-Waves
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OFU2jwl8Uwg
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y6smuLmwjzc_Lm6vb6ZrH8eAhw-VYcBDZL2TbD3B1Jw/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1jMXIUyYFLHJFIIntBAQRO7x6RTOZXxiNbA8VUjNZ8MY/edit#slide=id.g4fe4640cbf_0_77
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18F7NRJffQeDm6W6HTux-j947RURQ4YR1cnxZPH8SWsU/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18F7NRJffQeDm6W6HTux-j947RURQ4YR1cnxZPH8SWsU/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1YT2w1ZWosncLmyr5gwcMcD-PMIJaZ3FUGtp-CgTtjhw/edit#slide=id.g5072278fb4_0_5
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1YT2w1ZWosncLmyr5gwcMcD-PMIJaZ3FUGtp-CgTtjhw/edit#slide=id.g5072278fb4_0_5


wavelength of the wave. [SP 1.4] 
6.B.4.1: The student is able to design an experiment to determine the relationship between periodic 
wave speed, wavelength, and frequency and relate these concepts to everyday examples. [SP 4.2, 
5.1, 7.2] 

Day 6 
Friday  
 

 chladni plates 
Demo singing rods 
How can I fit a standing wave on a certain length of rope? 
Make sure there are nodes at each end 
Tune The Guitar AP Lab  
 

● Waves Standing Waves 
Lab  

Day 7 Contrast a fixed end & a free end 
 
http://www.walter-fendt.de/html5/phen/standinglongitudi
nalwaves_en.htm 
 
Open Pipe Wave 3 Worksheet  
 
Use physicsclassroom standing wave maker for students to 
visualize harmonics with open end vs closed ends. 
 
Provide time for students to finish lab reports 
 
Khanacademy Wavelength & frequency for sound wave in a 
tube & my ap homework due in 2 days 
 
 
6.D.2.1: The student is able to analyze data or observations or evaluate evidence of the interaction of 
two or more traveling waves in one or two dimensions (i.e., circular wave fronts) to evaluate the 
variations in resultant amplitudes. 
6.D.4.1 Challenge the claim that standing waves only depend on the frequency of the source 
6.D.4.2 Contrast boundary conditions for standing waves in open vs closed pipe resonators 

Open vs Closed Pipe AP 
slides  

Day 8 6th period: take out yesterday’s worksheet. finish the 
backside.  
 
Discuss speed of sound: Veritasium Slinky Drop prediction 
 
myap homework 
 
Resonance with tube & water in beakers  (similar to Mach 1 
lab) if time allows 

Sound AP Day 9  

Day 9  
 

Video on Jets breaking sound barrier. 
 
Throw Doppler Ball.  
 
Doppler animation        http://astro.unl.edu/classaction/animations/light/dopplershift.html  
 
Introduce students to Doppler Effect; pages 414-416. Read 
and discuss with students. 
 
Review AP Homework/ Post it 
 
AP Multiple Choice Sample Questions  
  share solutions 
Post FRQ with solutions Beats FRQ   
Give 13 minutes for students to practice a free response 
prompt 
 

Doppler slides AP  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OryXFS7YbKHlEaIg4WGioF_aihnWS6y68vwPQI2ZIq8/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1pmU3wb6ZLw-lYDvio8hY3QXOm2k52NBGO2Kpayqdu84/edit#slide=id.g5072278f88_0_182
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1pmU3wb6ZLw-lYDvio8hY3QXOm2k52NBGO2Kpayqdu84/edit#slide=id.g5072278f88_0_182
http://www.walter-fendt.de/html5/phen/standinglongitudinalwaves_en.htm
http://www.walter-fendt.de/html5/phen/standinglongitudinalwaves_en.htm
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vfIJ0TqaOMgZcWycOPxKKI1h4pcJD3OCbB1a21IRhJ4/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/17ySlX0hx9iOHiCwP2DEWB-yyqpSZp7HEnxTE0Jhwqkc/edit#slide=id.g3546f2606b_0_15
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IHEUJGq8WFZWtDEa0rMil1lzqTx6MxgsR3kC4ds0vhE/edit#
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ZtnxgJBnub-2Ij2B3GjvISkWOKHkLXpBwYnJwzQ1LgE/edit#slide=id.g3546f2606b_0_5
http://galileoandeinstein.physics.virginia.edu/more_stuff/flashlets/doppler.htm
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qUmJwYJITDrN29tgyIgZCMrRbI4SIYz0kVZZcLn_QIE/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AoSIDygrEpHA1ampEK1v1_xIW2pV0Pwje6hLwGj-gjw/edit#
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1paHQmN5Pz7njCW8MQxTClKXrhI15FBYhRmPx0mEXMSE/edit#slide=id.g30b02635ae_0_21


6.B.5.1: The student is able to create or use a wave front diagram to demonstrate or interpret 
qualitatively the observed frequency of a wave, dependent upon relative motions of source and 
observer. 
6.A.4.1: The student is able to explain and/or predict qualitatively how the energy carried by a sound 
wave relates to the amplitude of the wave, and/or apply this concept to a real-world example. 

Day 10 Sound & Waves Test  

Day 11 friday Begin electrostatics Connecting Math Graphs to Physics 
equations  
 

●  

extra work  
TIPERS Sound  
Worksheets AP physics graphing 
 
https://carrohonorsphys.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/03-lineariz
ation-of-data-worksheet-ap.pdf 
 
http://jasonstark.com/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/Lin
earization-Graphical-Methods-Handout.pdf 
 
Interference FRQ  (depending on how much gets done in 
class, assign just front or both front & back) consider different 
time for this FRQ  
 
 
● http://nagyphysics.weebly.com/uploads/1/2/6/8/12687

836/worksheet-superposition.pdf 
 
Review Homework:  
 
6.B.4.1: The student is able to design an experiment to 
determine the relationship between periodic wave 
speed, wavelength, and frequency and relate these concepts 
to everyday examples. 
 
Wave Velocity Lab  
 
Demo string/spring wave difference 
Waves on a string Phet sim or 
 
Physicsclassroom Slinky Lab  
 
If students finish early, have them play around with Chrome 
Music Lab with headphones in. 
Attached is a link to a wave simulation using the website 
http://www.physicsclassroom.com/Physics-Interactives/Wa
ves-and-Sound/Slinky-Lab/Slinky-Lab-Interactive 
 
 
Close off class with clicker questions from phet website for 
waves on a string  
(possibly Demo Resonating Boxes. (& draw beats) 
https://faraday.physics.utoronto.ca/PVB/Harrison/Flash/ClassMech
anics/Beats/Beats.html  
 
https://academo.org/demos/wave-interference-beat-frequency/ 
Read bottom of 426 in on level book.  

Waves AP Beats  
 
4 strings per group 
4 masses per group 
1 meterstick or rigid stick per group 
 
Standing Waves slides  
 
 
 

Alternate assignment for 
today's lab (and extra video 
resource for all): watch 
video on standing waves, 
handwrite notes on video 
and be sure to include what 
a standing wave is a result 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HKmwpAWqMEMLW8a8VOVEY2wTih4vPu3p0ou4Zkrs5qQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HKmwpAWqMEMLW8a8VOVEY2wTih4vPu3p0ou4Zkrs5qQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LFh9LChs3ra8btKhf1SCjyWCvZ7cv3VfAwCWG5XbD9w/edit
https://carrohonorsphys.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/03-linearization-of-data-worksheet-ap.pdf
https://carrohonorsphys.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/03-linearization-of-data-worksheet-ap.pdf
http://jasonstark.com/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/Linearization-Graphical-Methods-Handout.pdf
http://jasonstark.com/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/Linearization-Graphical-Methods-Handout.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1FJlgE62WnHeii700C2uIw-ZSCga8AFUtu1RuMxP0szA/edit#heading=h.gjdgxs
http://nagyphysics.weebly.com/uploads/1/2/6/8/12687836/worksheet-superposition.pdf
http://nagyphysics.weebly.com/uploads/1/2/6/8/12687836/worksheet-superposition.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13UfsBwFyMF2pS3QOpKP0ZxKCPI6cgUfig6F50GgeyOM/edit
http://www.physicsclassroom.com/Physics-Interactives/Waves-and-Sound/Slinky-Lab/Slinky-Lab-Exercise
http://www.physicsclassroom.com/Physics-Interactives/Waves-and-Sound/Slinky-Lab/Slinky-Lab-Interactive
http://www.physicsclassroom.com/Physics-Interactives/Waves-and-Sound/Slinky-Lab/Slinky-Lab-Interactive
http://www.physicsclassroom.com/Physics-Interactives/Waves-and-Sound/Slinky-Lab/Slinky-Lab-Interactive
https://faraday.physics.utoronto.ca/PVB/Harrison/Flash/ClassMechanics/Beats/Beats.html
https://faraday.physics.utoronto.ca/PVB/Harrison/Flash/ClassMechanics/Beats/Beats.html
https://academo.org/demos/wave-interference-beat-frequency/
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1bawGk7LLwgz7l3ytPInWDRNK-Q7I1_lz16Ht7q9UFiU/edit#slide=id.g5072278f88_0_41
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/11liy-YwXiC7XBNg3ZPLQOdh11zh_FKULW3LTMRtFn9w/edit#slide=id.g35412b0e47_0_19


Calculate 1 or 2 beat frequencies as example.  
P. 427 # 23      P. 432 # 63       p. 433 # 77    & 79 
 
Distribute 2016 question 5 free response student sample 
responses. Have students take 7 minutes to evaluate response A, 
B, & C without rubric. Then distribute rubric and have student 
evaluate responses based on the rubric. ) 
 Students complete questions 17-23 page 427 
 
#51, 52, 54,73, 75,  
 
 
https://ophysics.com/w3.html beats vs standing waves 
animation 
 
Homework:  finish interference FRQ & watch the first 10 
minutes of the attached video & find a space on your paper 
to answer the following questions about the resonance video 
(10 minute video): 
Video response:  Excellent 10 minute video on Resonance!  
 
 
http://www.walter-fendt.de/html5/phen/standingwavereflectio
n_en.htm Use above link to show how a standing wave 
occurs. Introduce Nodes, Antinodes, incident wave, reflected 
wave, wavelength. Pausing at various times to emphasize 
constructive or destructive interference. 
 
Demo 1st, 2nd, & 3rd harmonic with snakey spring 
 
 
Objective: Review quiz, connect graph shapes to equations, 
& practice free response. 
 
Review Quiz Waves FRQ Practice Slides 
Work through 
http://www.mrwaynesclass.com/labs/reading/index06.html  
Share link on Google Classroom. Have students answer the 
bottom 11 questions 
 
 
Resonance Lab with speakers & tubes Open & Closed  
or 
 
 Use Doppler Effect transparency.  
Rank 6 situations of the pitch experienced from highest to 
lowest based on different motions of the source/observer. 
 
Closing Task: rank apparent pitches based on motion of 
observer/source of sound. 

 
Accommodations 
for Special 
Populations 

Accommodations for instruction will be provided as stated on each student’s (IEP) 
Individual Education Plan for special education, 504, at risk, and ESL/Bilingual.  

 

https://ophysics.com/w3.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dihQuwrf9yQ&t=151s
http://www.walter-fendt.de/html5/phen/standingwavereflection_en.htm
http://www.walter-fendt.de/html5/phen/standingwavereflection_en.htm
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1G66n681RrFBgqh4AOFaGTsGlap7IOk9EY0KXx1NGolA/edit#slide=id.p
http://www.mrwaynesclass.com/labs/reading/index06.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1WZF0uwMlkyoHaEsKmF8tB6nb76uyubI6g2YmGNSCxUA/edit#

